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INPRO Dialogue Forum

• 16th Dialogue Forum: Opportunities and Issues in Non-

Electric Applications of Nuclear Energy
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• Bringing together technology holders 

and users to jointly consider 

international and national actions for 

achieving innovations in nuclear 

reactors and fuel cycles

• To support Member State efforts that 

keep nuclear energy available to 

contribute to meeting sustainable 

energy needs of the current century 

and beyond
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Strategic Nuclear Energy Planning: 

Beginning with the End in Mind

• Top-level national policy decisions, supporting nuclear 

power program, often focus on nearer-term progress

• Single NPP represents nearly a century of commitment

from initial decision to full decommissioning

• Disposition of spent fuel and waste is institutionally 

complex and commitments extend past a century

• Nuclear power implies a long-term context that involves 

further deployments: strategic nuclear energy planning 

helps rationalise overall program direction

Non-electric applications increase the diversity of 

nuclear energy products and may add economic value 

– a key sustainability issue
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Nuclear Energy System (NES) 

Strategic Planning: 3 linked Parts
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National Energy Planning:

How does nuclear energy fit 

into the national energy mix?

Nuclear Energy System 

Assessment (NESA): 

INPRO Methodology of 

sustainability assessment

What are the gaps?

Nuclear Energy System 

(NES) modelling and the 

‘GAINS Framework’: How 

do we get there from here?
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Nuclear Energy Systems –

6 Key Sustainability Issues

To measure NES sustainability, metrics covering 6 key issues 

are assessed:

• Public and occupational safety – radiation protection

• Radioactive waste disposal

• National and international security

• Resource depletion

• Environmental impact radioisotopes, chemical, heat

• Affordability and competitiveness compared to alternatives

The ability of nuclear power to deliver heat to produce a 

more diverse set of goods, may increase affordability 

and competitiveness is certain situations
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And what of the future? – analysis 

suggests even more complexity… 

Today

• Reactors
• water cooled – modest 

thermal efficiency

• Large units

• Fuel resource
• Natural/enriched U –

limited natural resource

• Limited U/Pu mono 

recycle – MOX

• Most SNF is stored and 

accumulating

• HL waste and direct 

SNF disposal
• National repository 

development 

programmes

• Most trade in reactor 

and front end services
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The Future?

• Reactors
• Water, gas, metal and salt cooled, double the range of thermal efficiencies –

and greater potential for non-electric applications

• Large and small modular units

• Fuel resource
• Diverse and indefinite supply

• U, U/Pu, Th/U-233

• SNF inventory in equilibrium with reactor fleet capacity

• HL waste and limited direct SNF disposal
• National and regional repositories in operation

• MA incinerated and disposed

• Trade distributed more 

uniformly across sectors

improves economics

Developing system 

analysis and 

assessment tools to 

evaluate cooperative

strategic paths to a

sustainable future…
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INPRO’s role?

Limited: 

• Non-electric applications arise in INPRO 

methodology as part of the economics assessment 

and potentially under environmental assessments

• To organise Dialogue Forums collaboratively with 

other IAEA Sections on cross-cutting issues 

germane to NES sustainability
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To recap…

• INPRO’s primary role is high level NES 

sustainability assessment, planning and analysis –

non-electric applications is primarily economics.

• Other NE Sections cover various aspects of the 

non-electric applications topic in more details and 

are partners in the implementation of this Forum 

(NPTDS, PESS).

• DF 16 should help the NE Department and specific 

Sections to consider if (and how) it might adjust 

efforts to assist MSs’ to consider and develop non-

electric applications.
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…Thank you for your attention


